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Random and channeling stopping powers of He and Li ions in Si
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In this work we have measured the electronic stopping powers of4He and 7Li ions for channeling and
random directions in Si as a function of the incident ion energy. The channeling (^100& for Li, ^110& and^111&
for Li and He! and the random~Li only! measurements cover a wide energy range between 200 keV and 9
MeV. The Rutherford backscattering technique together with different multilayer targets has been employed in
the present experiments. The results are compared to calculations carried out in the framework of the unitary
convolution approximation, which takes into account the impact-parameter-dependent energy loss for each
projectile charge state, with further refinements including screening effects in close collisions between the
electrons of the target and the screened projectile.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The energy loss of light projectiles is an important iss
not only because of its direct application in ion beam ana
sis and modifications of materials but also to improve
understanding of fundamental ion-solid interactions. For
stance, for a precise ion beam analysis of the elemental d
distribution in near-surface layers, the stopping power of
respective ion-target combination must be known sufficien
well.1 The random stopping power of H and He ions in v
tually any target is well documented in the literature.2 That is
particularly true for light ions in amorphous Si. On the oth
hand, there is a general lack of information concerning
slowing down of medium to heavy ions in amorphous
These data are important for two main reasons: from
fundamental point of view, in order to test current theoreti
calculations for the electronic energy loss and, from the pr
tical one, stopping power data of heavier ions are neede
analytic techniques like elastic recoil detection analy
~ERDA! or heavy-ion Rutherford backscattering~HIRBS! in
order to perform precise energy to depth conversions.

Concerning the channeling stopping powers, the situa
is quite different. There is a large amount of data related t
impinging along the Si major directions. For He in Si, ho
ever, the information is scarce despite the fact that He be
are often used under channeling conditions in Si samples
the pioneer work of Eisenet al.,3 measurements of He in th
^110& and ^111& Si directions were performed by using th
transmission geometry technique. Later on, dos Santoset al.4

and more recently Lulliet al.5 and Yamamotoet al.6 reported
He stopping data for thê100& Si channel. Concerning
heavier ions, dos Santoset al.7 reported channeling result
for B while the Heidelberg and the Bologna groups did t
same for N.8,9 More recently, in the course of the prese
work, Jianget al.10 reported results of axial channeling an
random stopping powers for several medium-heavy ions
Si for a restricted energy range interval.

In the present work we have measured the electronic s
ping power as a function of the incident ion energy for He
0163-1829/2002/65~7!/075203~9!/$20.00 65 0752
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channeling and Li at channeling and random directions in
crystals. The He measurements were done for the^110& and
^111& axial directions, whereas the Li channeling expe
ments were performed for the three main directions. F
these measurements we have used the Rutherford b
scattering~RBS! channeling technique in combination with
SIMOX target. In addition, the Li values for random dire
tions in Si were determined using the RBS technique
gether with a multilayer marker system. The advantage of
present experimental arrangement is that it circumvents
use of thin self-supported films as they are needed in tra
mission measurements. Moreover, the present techniqu
lows stopping power measurements down to low energ
Consequently, we were able to measure in a wide ene
range, between 200 keV and 9 MeV.

The present results are compared with first-principles c
culations that take into account the ion-flux distribution a
the impact-parameter-dependent energy loss for each pro
tile charge state according to the unitary convolution a
proximation~UCA!.11 This model was further extended he
to include screening effects in close collisions because
He and Li ions carry bound electrons in the present ene
range.

Finally, it must be pointed out that a partial account of t
present theoretical-experimental results has been rece
published as a Letter.12

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

A. Channeling stopping power

We have used SIMOX-type samples consisting
2000 Å Si^100& crystal layers on top of 4000 Å SiO2 bur-
ied layers, produced in̂100& Si wafers. The samples wer
prepared at IBM~T.J. Watson Research Center!. For each
experiment, the sample was cleaned and etched to rem
the native oxide film on the surface using a 10% HF a
right before the RBS measurements. A summary of
present experimental conditions is given in Table I.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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The energy-loss measurements were carried out using
ion beam~with energyE0) impinging on the sample at chan
neling and random directions. Based on a recent study13 and
taking as references thê100& axis (C50) and the$100%
plane (f50), we have chosen as a random direction the
defined byC56° andf515°. The backscattered He or L
particles were detected by Si surface barrier detectors loc
at 170° with respect to the incident beam. The overall re
lution of the detection system was about 12 keV for He a
20 keV for Li. Typical RBS random and channeling spec
obtained for 1.2 MeV4He in the Si^110& direction and 2
MeV 7Li in the Si ^111& direction are shown in Fig. 1. In
this figure,Ec andEr are the detected energies of the bac
scattered particles at the Si/SiO2 interface for the channele
and random incidence, respectively. These energies were
termined by fitting the channeling and random spectra w
an algorithm14 which includes, in addition to the error func
tion ~accounting for particle straggling and detector reso
tion!, the energy dependence of the Rutherford cross sec
Finally, in the framework of the mean energy approximatio
it can be shown4 that the channeling specific energy lo
along the projectile incoming path~before the backscatter
ing! is a function of the energiesE0 , Ec , and Er of the
specific energy loss in the random direction and of geome
cal factors. For the helium case, we have used the ran
energy loss data of Niemannet al.,15 while for the lithium
case we used the experimental values obtained in this w

At this point, it is important to stress that the channeli
stopping power depends on the target thickness becaus
the ion flux distribution and projectile charge state. For ve
thin crystals, the ion flux distribution is nearly uniform an
the projectile charge state is equal to the incident one. A
less than 2000 Å, equilibrated ion flux distributions4 and
projectile charge states16 are achieved. Then, assuming th
the effect of the preequilibrium projectile charge state is
minor importance~because an incident charge state close
the equilibrium value can be chosen!, the channeling stop
ping power will be nearly identical to the random one. O

TABLE I. The energy interval investigated in this work accor
ing to the charge state and the direction of helium and lithium io

Ion Incident charge state Direction Energy range~MeV!

4He 11 ^110& 0.28–4.0
4He 21 ^110& 5.0–6.0
4He 11 ^111& 0.38–4.0
4He 21 ^111& 5.0

7Li 1 1 ^100& 0.47–4.0
7Li 2 1 ^100& 5.0–7.0
7Li 3 1 ^100& 8.0
7Li 1 1 ^110& 0.55–4.0
7Li 2 1 ^110& 5.0
7Li 1 1 ^111& 0.64–4.0

7Li 1 1 Random 0.24–4.0
7Li 2 1 Random 4.3–7.0
7Li 3 1 Random 7.0–8.3
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the other hand, if the crystal is too thick, the channeli
stopping power also may approach the random one du
dechanneling at crystal defects, thermal vibrations, and e
tronic multiple scattering. The present experimental con
tions, using SIMOX targets of 2000 Å, is thick enough
prevent a preequilibrium ion flux distribution and th
enough to avoid enhanced dechanneling effects.

B. Random stopping power

For these experiments we have used two types of mark
The first one, suitable for the higher-energy measurement
a sandwich system composed of eight Sb layers depos
alternatively on amorphous Si ones (Si/Sb8) by using the
molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! technique. The whole system
was grown on top of a SiO2 film built on a Si ^100& sub-
strate. The thickness of the Sb markers is about 20 Å
cording to measurements using transmission electron mic
copy ~TEM!. The average surface roughness of 10 Å,
determined with an atomic force microscope, is negligib
for our purposes.

The second system, suitable for the low-energy meas
ments, consists of three different Au markers implanted i
Si ^100& substrate (Si/Au1). In this case, we have first amo
phized the Si wafers using an Ar beam (F52
31014 atoms/cm2, E5300 keV). Afterwards, Au ions
were implanted at 30 keV, 50 keV, or 100 keV at fluences

.

FIG. 1. RBS spectra for 1.2 MeV He1 and 2 MeV7Li1 for the
^110& and^111& directions in Si, respectively. In this figure,Ec and
Er stand for the detected energies of the backscattered part
from the Si/SiO2 interface for channeling and random condition
respectively. Solid lines represent the results of the fitting proced
~Ref. 14! used to determine the corresponding energy loss.
3-2
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RANDOM AND CHANNELING STOPPING POWERS OF He . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 075203
about F51015 atoms/cm2. These fluences are too low t
modify the stopping power of the material, but high enou
to provide good sensitivity for the backscattering expe
ments.

The determination of the position of the markers in t
Si/Sb8 multilayer and in the Si/Au1 targets were done usin
1-3 MeV He beams provided by the 3 MV Tandetron of t
Institute of Physics of Porto Alegre. The RBS measureme
were performed at two geometries: one with the beam n
mal to the sample~normal geometry!, while the other one
with the sample at four different angles between 20° and
with respect to the beam~tilted geometry!.

The RBS spectra taken with a Li beam corresponding
the multilayer and marker systems are shown in Fig. 2.
discussed in some detail in Ref. 7, for a given beam of
ergy E0, at least two independent measurements at diffe
geometries are necessary in order to determinedE/dx at
both incoming and backscattered paths simultaneously in
framework of the mean energy approximation. In this wo
each quoted (dE/dx) is a mean value obtained from at lea
five independent measurements at different geometries.

III. THEORETICAL PROCEDURE

A. Energy loss of channeled ions

Under channeling conditions, the energy loss due to th
inner-shell electrons is strongly suppressed, since the ion

FIG. 2. RBS spectra obtained for7Li1 impinging on a Si/Au1
single marker and on a Si/Sb8 multilayer marker.
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distribution along a Si major axial direction has a peak in
middle of the channel~flux peaking!. Hence, the mean en
ergy lost by the projectile after passing a certain thicknesX
is given by the general formula

DE5

E
A
d2rE

0

X

dx
dE~rW !

dx
F~rW ,x!

E
A
d2rE

0

X

dxF~rW ,x!

, ~1!

whereA is the transversal area of the Si axial channel,rW is
the position relative to the center of the channel, andF(rW ,x)
is the ion flux distribution at the distancerW and channeling
direction x. The energy loss per traversed distan
(dE/dx)(rW ), may be divided into two contributions:

dE

dx
~rW !5S dE

dx
~rW ! D

direct

1S dE

dx
~rW ! D

e-loss

. ~2!

The first contribution corresponds to the energy loss invo
ing the Si electrons~target ionization and excitation and ele
tron capture!, while the second one is due to energy lo
from electrons originally bound to the projectile~projectile
ionization and excitation!. Both contributions can be ob
tained from the impact-parameter-dependent energy los
binary collisions between the projectile in a charge statq
with a neutral Si atom as

S dE

dx
~rW ! D

direct

5(
q

f q(
i

Qdirect
(q) ~bi !

d
, ~3!

whered is the interatomic distance along the axial chan
and the sum overi has to be performed according to th
projected atomic structure given by Fig. 3. The trajecto
averaged electron density of atomic Si orbitals deviates
only 2.5% from its solid-state value. Solid-state effects d
to the Si valence electrons—namely, the partially compen
ing collective screening and plasmon excitation—have
plicitly been accounted for by normalizing the mean ene
transfers of all shells to yield the Bethe value as extrac
from experimental solid-state data. Within first-order pert
bation theory, the results of our method~without Bloch
terms! agree with full band-structure calculations for proto
in Si ~Ref. 17! to within about 3% for the total stopping
power as well as for the channeling energy loss. Fina
since the projectiles may be found in different charge sta
q, with fraction given byf q , the average over the projectil
charge state has to be performed. The He and Li charge-
distributions were taken from experiments performed un
channeling conditions.10,18 For He ions with energies large
than 1.1 MeV, extrapolated values have been used.

In order to obtain the ion flux distribution, we have us
the string-potential model.19 Consequently, only the trans
verse motion has to be determined. For Si axial channel
Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark ~ZBL! string potentials were
added to calculate the potential energy as a function of
transversal positionrW according to Fig. 3 for each Si mai
axis. We have solved Newton’s equations of motion nume
3-3
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cally for an ensemble of ions impinging on the channel
normal incidence. Thus, the two-dimensional transverse
tion and the ion-flux distribution as a function of the penet
tion depth were calculated. Thermal vibrations have b
included in the simulations by convoluting the string pote
tial with a Gaussian distribution that describes transve
displacements of the Si atoms. Here, we have considered
root mean square of these displacements ass50.083 Å ac-
cording to the Debye temperature from Refs. 13 and
Other methods such as Monte Carlo calculations21 yield
similar flux distributions.

B. Impact-parameter-dependent energy lossQ„b…

The energy lossQ(b) as a function of the impact param
eterb in a single collision plays a very important role in th
determination of the stopping power under channeling c
ditions. In fact, the reduction of the stopping power for cha
neled ions is due to a significant suppression of collisio
with small impact parameters. Full calculations of t
impact-parameter-dependent energy loss using first-o
perturbation theory have been performed only recently,22 fol-

FIG. 3. Coordinate space of the^110&, ^100&, and^111& chan-
nels of the Si crystal. Parameters relevant to the calculations
shown in the pictures. Numerical values are quoted in angstro
The drawings involve different scales. See text for further inform
tion.
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lowed later by the first coupled-channel calculations.23,24

These calculations are time consuming and results are a
able only for a few selected collision systems. Therefore,
computer-simulation community has preferred to use se
empirical formulas25 as well as other simplified26 or even
oversimplified27 models in order to deal with inelastic colli
sions. Here, we shall adopt the more advanced unitary c
volution approximation~UCA! as described below.

C. Unitary convolution approximation

A detailed description of the UCA model for bare ion
may be found elsewhere.11 Here we present only a sho
outline of the method and its extension for screened pro
tiles. The electronic energy loss is defined by

Q~b!5(
f

uaf~bW !u2~e f2e0!, ~4!

which involves a sum over all final target states with energ
e f and the corresponding transition amplitudesaf , for each
impact parameter. Even in a first-order Born approximat
for the amplitudesaf , direct calculation ofQ(b) from Eq.
~4! demands a computational effort that precludes its use
computer-simulation code. In particular, the sum over all
nal states in Eq.~4! involves very high angular momentum
values and converges very slowly for screened projectile
high energies.

In the framework of first-order perturbation theory,
simple formula forQ(b) has been proposed recently28 in-
volving a convolution of the target electronic density with
analytical kernel. This kernel represents the interact
strength between the projectile and a quasifree electron
extension of this model for projectiles carrying bound ele
trons was described in Ref. 29. This formula is able to rep
duce first-order Born results28 with very high accuracy for all
impact parameters. The convolution model was further
tended to take into account higher-order effects arising fr
the probability conservation in close collisions in the fram
work of Bloch approximation. It was shown that this e
tended model, called the UCA, provides reliable energy l
values for highly charged swift projectiles. The extension
this model for projectiles carrying bound electrons will b
described in what follows by considering a screened pot
tial for the interaction between the projectile ion and t
target electrons. This potential contains not only the C
lomb part due to the nuclear charge of the projectile, but a
the static potential produced by the projectile electrons t
screen the projectile-nuclear charge.

The UCA formula is extended here to take screened p
jectiles into account by considering the same type of prod
ansatz as in Ref. 11,

Q~b!5E d2r TK~bW 2rWT!E dx r~rWT ,x!, ~5!

with

re
s.
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K~be!5
2Zp

2

vp
2be

2
h@2vpbe /h~Ze f f!#(

i
f igS v ibe

vp
D , ~6!

whereZp andvp are the projectile nuclear charge and velo
ity, respectively, andbe is the relative impact parameter~be-
tween the projectile and the target electron!. The electronic
densityr(rW) ~Ref. 30! is integrated along the ion path. Th
kernel K yields a smooth interpolation between small a
large impact parameters for which there exist analytical f
mulas for Q(b).28 The first two terms in Eq.~6! describe
violent binary collisions between the screened projectile
the target electron, and the last term accounts for the scr
ing effect by strongly reducing the long ranged dipole tra
sitions. The first integral*d2r T••• in Eq. ~5! describes a
convolution with the initial electron density. According t
Ref. 29, the functionsg(x) andh(x) read

g~x!5@x21~abe!
2#K1

2@Ax21~abe!
2#

1x2K0
2@Ax21~abe!

2# ~7!

and

h~x!5
x2

2 E0

1

dy yK0~xy2!J0~xyA12y2!. ~8!

In the above equations,K0 and K1 are the modified Besse
functions,v i are the transition energies (v i[e i2e0), f i are
the well-known dipole-oscillator strengths @ f i
52u^ i uzu0&u2(e i2e0)#, which fulfill the sum rule( i f i51.31

The parametera is the reciprocal of the screening length
a Bohr-like ~or Yukawa-type! projectile screening potentia
Expressions for the functiong for other screening potential
may be found in Ref. 29. The scaling factorh is defined in
Ref. 11 as

h5exp@Rec~11 ig!2c~1!# ~9!

5expFg2(
l 51

`
1

l ~ l 21g2!
G , ~10!

with g5Ze f f /vp . In this work, the projectile screening i
taken into account for close collisions by using an impa
parameter-dependent effective chargeZe f f . The values of
Ze f f are obtained from the screened projectile potential a

Ze f f~be!5Zp2neF~be!, ~11!

whereF(r ) is the projectile-screening function. In this wa
the bound projectile electrons will reduce the interaction
tween the projectile and target electrons. It is important
point out that the projectile electrons screen the projec
nucleus as spectators of the target excitation; i.e., the pro
tile electrons remain in the ground state when the targe
excited. Thus, we also neglect the so-called antiscree
effect, where the electron-electron interaction between
bound projectile electrons and the target electrons resul
an enhancement of the ionization and excitation cross
tions at intermediate to high energies.32–34 Nevertheless, a
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these energies, the projectile-charge state is generally a
the projectile atomic number and, consequently, the a
screening effect is of minor importance for energy loss c
culations.

A comparison of the present model with other calculatio
is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the energy loss of 1 Me
nucleon He1 ions colliding with Si atoms. Two energy los
processes are relevant for this collision system: namely,
direct ionization and excitation of Si by He1 projectiles~Fig.
4! as well as the projectile ionization and excitation by the
target ~Fig. 5!. The first process can be well described
first-order perturbation theory31 ~FO! for screened He ions
impinging on Si. These calculations~FO! are represented in
Fig. 4 by solid circles and the ones corresponding to
UCA model are depicted by a solid line. For both models,
appropriate screening potential is the single-z potential as
described in Ref. 29~with Zp

e f f52). For the target param
eters, the electronic density of the wave functions in the
model for each subshell was taken into account. For e
subshell, however, only a single oscillator strength and
mean transition energy was considered in the UCA mod
according to the analysis performed in Ref. 29. As can
observed, the agreement of the UCA with FO calculation
very good. However, for small impact parameters (b!1),
deviations are found, being more significant at lower proj
tile energies. The reason for that is an overestimated in
shell contribution to the calculations. That reflects the lim
tation of the UCA model which is strictly valid for projectile
speeds exceeding the mean orbital electron velocity.

The second energy loss process is due to the proje
ionization and excitation by the Si atoms. These atoms

FIG. 4. Energy loss as a function of the impact parameterb for
1000 keV/nucleon He ions impinging on a Si target. Solid lin
UCA model. Solid circles: first-order perturbation theory. See t
for further information.
3-5
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G. de M. AZEVEDOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 075203
be seen as ‘‘projectiles’’ in the reference frame of the H1

ions. Since this energy loss mechanism involves a str
perturbation due to the large nuclear charge of Si, we hav
compare the present model to nonperturbative calculation
well. Therefore, we compare the present model with
coupled-channel calculations that provides the most relia
values for the projectile-electron loss process. The coup
channel method is based on the numerical solution of
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation in the framework o
the independent particle model. This method23 describes the
energy loss very accurately24 and is used here as a benc
mark for comparison with our present energy-loss mod
According to Fig. 5, there is an excellent agreement betw
the present UCA model~solid line! and the coupled-channe
calculation~solid squares!. Here the same projectile scree
ing function was used in both calculations, namely the g
eral screening function as given in Ref. 29. It is importa
to note that first-order calculations lead to strong deviati
from the accurate coupled-channel results as indicate
Fig. 5.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Channeling stopping power

According to the procedure outlined in Sec. II A, we ha
determined the energy loss of4He ions along Sî 110& and
^111& Si directions using the random stopping values of N
emannet al.15 ~see Table I for the respective energy range!.
The results are presented in Fig. 6 together with the chan
ing data by Lulliet al.5 and Eisenet al.,3 as well as with the
random stopping values by Niemannet al.15 Each experi-

FIG. 5. Energy loss as a function of the impact parameteb
for 1000 keV/nucleon Si0 ions impinging on a He1 target. Solid
line: UCA model. Solid squares: coupled-channel calculatio
Solid circles: first-order perturbation theory. See text for furth
information.
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mental point obtained in this work corresponds to an aver
of at least five individual measurements. The quoted err
~not only in Fig. 6 but also in Figs. 7 and 8! were estimated
from the statistical dispersion of the individual measu
ments. An inspection of Fig. 6 indicates that the stopp
powers corresponding to thê110& channel are about 10–
30 % lower than the ones corresponding to the^111& chan-
nel. This feature is a direct consequence of the fact that
^110& channel is much wider than the^111& ~see Fig. 3!. In
addition, it can be observed that both specific energy l
curves have a maximum in the same energy region, aro
400 keV. The channeling stopping power decreases fa
with increasing energy than the random one. This gen
behavior reflects the role of the valence and inner-shell e
trons. Indeed, for increasing projectile energies, the contri
tion of the inner-shell electrons to the random stopp
power increases whereas the contribution from these e
trons are almost completely suppressed under axial chan
ing conditions. Furthermore the maximum channeling to r
dom stopping ratio (a ratio! attained for thê111& and^110&
directions are'0.9 and 0.7, respectively. Bearing in min
that the random and channeling stopping powers origin
mostly from the interaction of the ion with the valence ele
trons of the target, the difference observed in the maxim
a ratio values can be explained in terms of the distribution
valence electrons across the channels. In the case of
^111& channel, these electrons are almost homogeneo
distributed across this channel. On the other hand, the^110&
being the widest channel, the reduced valence-electron
sity is reflected by a maximuma ratio significantly smaller
than 1.

.
r

FIG. 6. Energy loss of He ions as a function of the ion ene
for the ^110& and ^111& directions in Si. Solid circles: this work
Solid line: UCA model. Open circles: Lulliet al. ~Ref. 5!. Open
triangles: Eisenet al. ~Ref. 3!. Dashed line: random stopping powe
by Niemannet al. ~Ref. 15!.
3-6
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A comparison of our results~solid symbols! with previous
experimental channeling data~open symbols! ~Refs. 3 and 5!
is also depicted in Fig. 6. As can be observed, up to 1 M
there is a quite good agreement among the different set
data. However, for intermediate energies~1–3 MeV!, our
results are systematically lower~of the order of 10–15 %!
than those reported by Lulliet al.5 ~open circles!. Neverthe-
less, the difference is still within the experimental errors
should be stressed the previous channeling data have
measured using thick targets~about 10 000 Å). This fact
may introduce a slight overestimation of the channeling
ergy loss due to dechanneling at crystal defects and e
tronic multiple scattering.

As shown in Fig. 6, the improved UCA calculations agr
fairly well with data for high energies. Conversely, for ene
gies lower than 1.5 MeV, the calculations underestimate
measured stopping power values. It has been shown12 that
this difference comes from polarization effects which are
included in the present calculations.

In Fig. 7 the 7Li ^100&, ^110&, and ^111& channeling
stopping powers are displayed. It should be mentioned
the part of the data for thê100& channel was published
previously,35 and they are included here only for the sake
completeness. As discussed before, in order to obtain
channeling data, we have to use the random stopping po
as an input for the data analysis. In this case, we have u
the random stopping powers measured in this work and
cussed in the next subsection. The energy range covere

FIG. 7. Energy loss of Li ions as a function of the ion energy
the ^100&, ^110&, and ^111& directions in Si. Solid circles: this
work. Solid lines: UCA model. Open circles: Jianget al. ~Ref. 10!.
Dashed line: random stopping power calculated with Eq.~A1! and
the values quoted in Table II.
07520
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each axial channel was different~see Table I for details!. By
the time the present work was under way, Jianget al.10 have
published Li channeling data for the^100& Si direction in a
restricted energy range using the ion transmission techni
These data are shown as open circles in Fig. 7. The exp
mental points of Jianget al.10 are systematically higher tha
the present ones, the difference being of the order of 10%
in the case of He, a slight overestimation of the channel
energy loss is expected for the transmission geometry. Th
due to the fact that effects such as dechanneling at cry
defects and electronic multiple scattering are more p
nounced, since much thicker targets have to be employed
this technique.

As in the case of He, the UCA calculations underestim
the experimental Li results for low to intermediate energ
~up to 4–5 MeV!. However, the disagreement is much larg
for Li than for He ions. Again, the difference is related
high-order effects which are not accounted for in the UC
approximation. In this case, the polarization effect, whi
depends onZp

3 , seems to be responsible for the observ
differences.12

B. Li random stopping power

In Fig. 8, the Li random stopping powers obtained in t
present experiment are shown as solid circles. The dat

r

FIG. 8. Energy loss of Li ions as a function of the ion energy
amorphous Si. Solid circles: this work. Solid line: UCA mode
Dotted line: SRIM 98 ~Ref. 37!. Open squares: Santryet al. ~Ref.
36!. Open triangles: Jianget al. ~Ref. 10!.
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TABLE II. Parameters obtained by fitting Eq.~A1! to the data discussed in this work. See text for further information.

Ion Energy Direction a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 b
~MeV!

4He 0.38–4.98 ^111& 7.17831022 24.44631022 27.88631022 6.64831022 4.86131022 1.557
4He 0.28–5.99 ^110& 8.17931022 24.98931022 28.94131022 7.52231022 1.09531021 6.418

7Li 0.47–7.98 ^100& 1.21631021 28.13031023 26.57631022 1.30531022 5.31731022 192.86
7Li 0.64–3.95 ^111& 1.10631021 22.7931022 27.38131022 5.31731022 2.0931022 31.42
7Li 0.55–4.96 ^110& 1.12931021 24.11931022 29.21831022 4.92231022 2.5431022 5.734

7Li 0.24–8.83 Random 6.09231022 21.05131021 7.33131022 2.15731022 6.5731023 15.7
t
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well fitted ~not shown here! by an expression similar to tha
one proposed by the Kalbitzer group.15 The fitting formula
can be found in the Appendix, and the fitted parameters
shown in Table II. In addition to our data, we show the d
previously published by Santry and Werner36 ~open squares!
and by Jianget al.10 ~open triangles!. These data sets cover
different but yet complementary energy range. An inspect
of this figure shows that the present results are in quite g
agreement with both previous measurements and the di
ence does not exceed the 8% level. In the same figure
show the semiempirical interpolations by Ziegler, Biersa
and Littmark37 obtained from the computer codeSRIM 98. As
can be observed, this procedure reproduces fairly well
experimental results. At intermediate to high energiesSRIM

98 tends to overestimate the present results, the differe
being of the order of 8%.

It is interesting to compare the UCA calculations with t
random stopping of Li in amorphous Si. As can be obser
in Fig. 8, good agreement is obtained between the pre
results and the UCA calculations down to 2.0 MeV. Th
feature is at variance with what was observed for the ch
neling experiments, where the UCA results clearly under
timate the experimental values. However, the abo
mentioned agreement is accidental. In fact, the UCA mo
is valid only for projectile speeds exceeding the mean e
tron orbital velocities. It is expected that this limitation w
result in overestimated stopping powers due to the Si inn
shell electrons. Thus, the neglected higher-order effects s
as the polarization~Barkas effect! and the overestimate
stopping power for Si inner-shell electrons are compensa
each other.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we have measured the channe
stopping power of4He and 7Li as well as the random stop
ping power of7Li in Si targets. For the channeling measur
ments we have used the RBS technique associated w
SIMOX target. This method allowed us to perform the me
surements in a wide energy range without changing the
perimental conditions.

The He stopping powers were investigated along the
^110& and ^111& directions in a 0.3–6 MeV energy rang
We have found that the stopping powers measured along
^110& directions are systematically 10–30 % lower th
07520
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g
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those obtained along thê111& direction because of the ge
ometry of these channels. A comparison with previous
perimental data performed using transmission techni
shows a good agreement up to 1 MeV. For higher energ
the previous experimental data are systematically higher t
the present ones with a difference of about 8–10 %. T
might be related to the thick targets used in previous tra
mission technique experiments.

The Li channeling stopping data obtained in a 0.5–8 M
energy interval shows the same features as the He res
However, a significantly reduced energy loss for the wid
Si channel̂ 110& is observed. Comparison with the previou
experimental data~obtained for the Sî 100& channel using
the transmission geometry! indicates a similar discrepancy a
for He projectiles.

The Li random stopping data were obtained in the 0.2–
MeV energy range by using the RBS technique and differ
marker systems. Our data are in very good agreement
those obtained by Santry and Werner36 and by Jianget al.10

A comparison between the present results with the se
empirical calculations by ZBL indicates uncertanties of le
than 10% from the ZBL predictions.

Concerning the theoretical calculations based on the U
approximation for the impact-parameter-dependent ene
loss, we have observed good agreement with the channe
experimental data for energies down to 2 MeV for He and
the highest energies for Li. It has been shown12 that the dif-
ference between the experimental data and UCA calculat
is due to polarization effects~Barkas!. On the other hand, the
random experimental data are well reproduced by UCA c
culations for a much wider energy range. However, for
lower-energy range this agreement should be taken as a
dental. This comes from the fact that while the UCA calc
lations may overestimate the energy loss at close collisi
with inner-shell electrons, it underestimates the energy l
at distant collisions. Therefore, for random incidence wh
both distant and close collisions contribute equally, a co
pensation of neglected effects results in good agreemen
tween theory and experiment.
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APPENDIX

The present He and Li random and channeling data ca
fitted with the following semiempirical expression worke
out from the published results by Niemannet al.:15
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be

dE

dx
5

E1/2ln~2.718281bE!

a01a1E1/41a2E1/21a3E1a4E3/2
, ~A1!

wherea0 , a1 , a3 , a4, andb are fitting parameters andE is
the ion energy. Table II gives the ions~He or Li!, the energy
range for which the fit is valid, the direction, and the para
eters obtained for each case. In the above expression
stopping power is given in eV/Å for ion energies quoted
MeV.
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